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ABSTRACT

Due to safety and economical reasons diagnostic and monitoring systems are of growing interest in nuclear
power plants and other complex industrial productions. Key components ofNPP's are rotating machineries of
the primary and secondary loops like PWR main coolant pumps, BWR recirculation pumps, turbines, fresh water
pumps and feed water pumps. Diagnostic systems are requested which detect, diagnose and localize faulty
operation conditions at an early stage in order to prevent severe failures and to enable predictive and condition
oriented maintenance.

The knowledge of characteristical machine signatures and their time dependent behavior are the basis of efficient
condition monitoring of rotating machines. The performance of reference measurements are of importance for
fault detection during operation by trend settings. The comparison with thresholds given by norms and standards
is only a small section of available possibilities. Therefore, for each machinery own thresholds should be
determined using statistical time values, spectra comparison, cepstrum analysis and correlation analysis for
source localization corresponding to certain machine operation conditions.

1. Introduction

In order to optimize fault specific thresholds for diagnostic patterns of vibration and acceleration signals at
rotating machines, failure simulations at different test benches are performed at the Institute of Nuclear
Engineering and Nondestructive Testing (IKPH) of the University of Hannover for:

o touch simulation in turbo machines,
o investigations of rolling element and journal bearings,
o centrifugal pump supervision, and
o influences of cavitation.

The obtained signatures serve as base to determine machine specific signatures for trend setting of rotating
machinery in power plants as:

o steam turbines (e.g. 1400 MW turbine KWG, 780 MW turbine KWM, 850 MW turbine KWH, 350
MW turbine KWO, 100 MW turbine HKWH),

o centrifugal water pumps (e.g. fresh water pumps KWG, fresh water pumps KW-Staudinger)
o nain coolant pumps of PWR (KWG, KKE, KKB), recirculation pumps of BWR (KKK, KGB)
o feed water pumps (e.g. main feed water pumps KWH)
o fan arrangements (e.g. mill fans HKH, fresh air fans HKH, exhaust fans KWM)
o steam security valves (e.g. HDU-KWH, HDU-KW-Rostock)

and industrial applications and production line as well as:

o oil pumps in terminals and refinery (PETROBRAS)
o paper mills (CHAMPION)
o gas pipeline arrangements (BEB gear valves, BEB turbine flow meters).



2. DATA ACQUISITION AND DATA PROCESSING

To the fulfillment of the demands on comprehensive vibration analysis, an aimed instrumentation of the unit to
be supervised is compel whereby displacement, velocity and acceleration pick-ups are used. Often the already
installed machine's instrumentation is capable to determine faulty operation conditions by suitable analysis and
diagnostic techniques as:

time domain analysis by statistical time values and their trend setting,
spectrum analysis to determine machine specific signatures by magnitude and phase relation,
correlation analysis to evaluate common information of different vibration signals for source localiza-
tion, and
cepstrum analysis to quantify periodical information of spectral data.

Applied are stationary and portable analysis
systems, with sampling rates up to 800 kHz.
The modular structure of the software per-
mits the calculation of statistical time values
(like standard deviation, crest-factor, kurto-
sis-factor, form-factor, etc.), the spectral
density functions (auto/cross-power-spectral-
density, transfer function, coherence, etc.),
and cepstral values. Several graphical units
are implemented for trend setting, the com-
parison of actual vibration signatures with
references and thresholds. All software
moduls can be used interactively as well as
stand alone systems, operating automatically
for alarm condition monitoring [1]. The
structure of data processing and data ac-
quisition is presented in figure 1.
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Fig.l: Flowchart of Data Processing and Acquisition

Case studies of fault detection at NPP tur-
bines, feed water pumps, and electrical
drive units using a portable multichannel
vibration measuring system are presented in
this paper. The influence of different faulty
operation conditions to the characteristical
values in time and frequency domain are
described as well as trend settings and com-
parative measurements between similar
machine arrangements. The discussion of practical operating experiences with the on-line condition monitoring
systems ASMAS for PWR main coolant pumps is one of the main topics of the paper. The PC-based system
uses the signals from electronic pump rotation speed tachometers to generate sampling signals synchronously
to the pumps rotating speed. By use of this technique it is possible to measure those frequency components of
the pump vibration which are correlated to the pumps revolutions (unbalance, rotation sound with harmonics)
very exactly in frequency domain as well as averaging of signals in time domain to reduce stochastical signal
components due to mechanical friction and electrical noise.

3. TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF VIBRATION AND ACCELERATION SIGNALS

State of technology in vibration monitoring of rotating machines is related to the calculation of standard
deviations and/or maximum values and their comparison with thresholds given by norms and standards, as e.g.
fixed in VDI guideline 2056 /2059. The description of the vibrational behavior of rotors is often done by using
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fixed in VDI guideline 2056 /2059.
The description of the vibrational
behavior of rotors is often done by
using the orbit of displacement.
The point on the orbit where the
maximum displacement occurs does
not necessary coincide with the
points where two under 90° fixed
probe signals are at their maximum
values. Using accelerometers fixed
by 90° at the journal bearings of
electrical drive units in combination
with a computerized system for
data processing, it becomes possi-
ble to determine by double integra-
tion of the acceleration signals the
absolute displacement.
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Comparing several drive units a
classification of the vibrational be-
havior is obtained, as shown in
figure 2 at the example of electrical
motors of main oil and booster
pumps in pipeline systems. Corre-
sponding to the thresholds given by
VDI the limits of unsatisfactory
(us) and unacceptable (ua) opera-
tion conditions are marked. In all
cases as main source of excitation
the unbalance becomes visible as
one circle per revolution. By deter-
mining the orbits, additionally the direction of the main vibration amplitudes can be detected. As visible in the
case of motor A at ESTAP the threshold of unacceptance is crossed at 45° presenting higher absolute values as
could be determined by using the single detector signals. The motor unit of booster B (TORGUA) shows orbits
with double loops per one revolution. The source of excitation which is of higher frequency than the unbalance
itself can not be assigned only by visual impression of the orbit. Therefore, spectral analysis are required [2].
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Fig.2: Orbits at different Motor Drives

The use of modular multi channel supervision systems permit the application for small machinery as the
electrical drives described above, but rather at complex turbo machines. Figure 3 presents orbits of the rotor
from a 350 MW steam turbine during start-up and operation, measured with relative displacement pick-ups at
the bearing blocks. Unfortunately operating conditions during start-up could be recognized by the on-line
presenting of orbits, countermeasures in the machines operating conditions can be directly initiated by the
control staff.

Through the simultaneous sampling of all displacement signals, the points of equal shaft rotating angle can be
connected, giving hints to the absolute displacement of the turbine rotor, instabilities due to misalignment or
oilwhirl/oilwhip, and superimposed structure resonances. The described steam turbine shows after maintenance
higher signatures of unbalance excitation at the high pressure (HP) bearing block. During start-up additionally
instabilities occur. Also here the source of excitation cannot be determined in time domain. Spectra analysis
prove oil instabilities at about 50% of the rotating frequency, which are in resonance with pressure fluctuations
of the steam regulation values for certain operation conditions, proved by correlation analysis between pressure
transducers and the vibration signals.
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Fig. 3: Orbits of Turbine Rotor for different Operation Conditions

To the premature determination of faults and damages of single machine components, the trend setting of certain
statistical time values of the vibration signals suits itself. So the initiating and growing of defects in rolling
element bearings of pumps and drive units [3] are clearly detected by using variance and kurtosis-factor as
presented in figure 4 and figure 5. While the variance could be looked at as integrated value of vibration
intensities the kurtosis factor emphasizes high frequent shock pulse excitations as they occur in case of local
faults, when the rolling elements path the defected area of the raceways.
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Fig. 4: Variance of Acceleration Fig.5: Kurtosis of Acceleration

In case of figure 5 the increased amplitudes of kurtosis within the first 100 hours of operation are related to the
run-in time of the bearing, where the surface roughness due to the tooling process excites high frequent shock
excitations. After 100 hours of operation the smoothening process is terminated, the kurtosis decrease to values
of three, characterizing a statistical distributed vibration signal. After about 250 hours the variance starts to
increase exponentially, crossing the alarm levels. The change of the faulty bearing after only 310 hours of
operation reduce the vibration intensity to the initial value, the kurtosis is characterizing shock pulse excitations
due to the run-in operation conditions. By these trend setting several failures could be determined in their early
stage at fan arrangements in power plants, electrical drive units of fresh water pumps and gearings.



To the improvement of efficiency at turbo machines the air gaps of the stuffing boxes as well as the sealing of
the runner and guide blades are diminished in spite of the therewith increased possibility of touching due to
thermal bending of the rotor or casing deformation. Especially critical phases of touching are the start-up and
shut-down conditions or increased gradients of load changes. The detection of touching in turbo machinery using
accelerometer signals in dependence of relevant operating conditions is, therefore, both for the manufacturers
and the operator of turbo machinery, of current importance.
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Fig. 7: Signatures of Touching in Time Domain

Therefore, investigations should prove the applicabil-
ity of acceleration measurements at the casing of
steam turbines for determination of touching, the
localization of the components in contact by correla-
tion of different acceleration signals, and by statisti-
cal evaluation of the inherent operating condition to
provide them.

Fig. 6: Signatures of Touching in Turbines Concerning here to transient high frequent excitation
processes which rise up often only by some shaft

revolutions, certain demands to the data acquisition and processing unit are required [4]. Figure 6 presents one
typical short time shock excitation due to touching blade sealing and casing in the middle pressure part (MP)
of a 100 MW steam turbine during shut down. Reducing the rotational speed, the acceleration signals show
increased level of acceleration due to additional turbulence of steam flow, reduced in the moment of closing the
steam regulation valves. After the valves at the MP-p^rt are closed, a shock excitation (marked in the figure by
Al) occurs, which after only 100 ms, corresponding to about 10 shaft rotations, drops down to the initial
vibration level (figure 7). The force of the touching event is described by the gradient and absolute values of
the standard deviation, which allows also to separate normal changes in operation conditions (e.g. high frequent
acceleration due to operating steam and regulation valves) and the sources of touching.

4. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF VIBRATION AND ACCELERATION SIGNALS

By time domain analysis, as described before, the integral signature of the information in certain vibration
signals is obtained within the sampled frequency range. The single frequency components contained in the time
signals cannot be determined by amplitude and phase relations. For the presented example at the electrical drive
units and turbine rotor, the unbalance excitation could be determined by using displacement signals, while the
higher frequent as well as the lower frequent vibrational components could not be fixed, neither in their frc-
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quency nor amplitude. This can result through the
calculation of the auto-power-spectral-density
(APSD), assigning all information contained in the
vibration signals of its respective frequency with
accompanying intensity.

Figure 8 presents the APSD of acceleration at the
housing of the main feed water pump in a 850 MW
power plant for different operation conditions. The
actual feed water pump from KSB consists of a high
speed four stage main pump and a lower speed two
stage pre-pump, connected by means of a right spur
gearing. At nominal load the required power con-
sumption is about 21 MW, placed at disposal by a
double flow steam turbine. The load conditions are
adjusted by changing the rotational speed of the
driving turbine.

After maintenance of the steam turbine for power
generation increasing the plants efficiency (from 800
MW to about 860 MW), the load of the feed water
pump had to be modified too, leading to increased
vibration levels of standard deviation, measured by
the installed pump supervision system.

Therefore, additional vibration measurements were
carried out to determine the source of excitation.
The APSD's presented in figure 8 show the acceler-
ation signatures at the main pump up to frequency
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Fig. 9: Low Frequent Vibration Signatures

Fig. 8: Vibration Signatures of a Feed Water Pump

components of 14 kHz for 746 MW electrical power,
with main excitation sources of the blades rotation
sound and harmonics as narrow banded information
(BRS - number of blades x rotating frequency), super-
imposed by broad banded system resonances.

After changing the load to 875 MW the rotating fre-
quency of the feed water pump has to increase, recog-
nized by the postponement of the narrow banded
excitations of the speed related BRS with harmonics.
In addition appear at frequency range from 6 to 10
kHz narrow banded speed related acceleration compo-
nents with speed modulations. Those are to be as-
signed to the coupling between main pump and gear
transmission, which is operating in resonance.

This is not the only cause of the increased overall
vibration level as be proved by the APSD's in figure
9, presenting the low frequent information of accelera-
tion up to 100 Hz. The spectrum for generator powers
of 746 MW and 875 MW are applied whereby in the
upper part of the figure linear magnitude scaling and
in the lower one logarithmic scaling is used.
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In both cases, the unbalance excitation is to be recognized at frequencies of 67,5 Hz and 79 Hz, clearly. In
addition the logarithmic spectra show two system resonances (marked with Rel, Re2), which can be assigned
through estimated calculation of resonances of the concrete foundation.

In exclusive view of the linear spectra is noticeable that the magnitude of the speed related component at
generator power of 875 MW is determined to 37 (m/s'JVHz, about 20 times the value of magnitude in APSD
for generator loads of 746 MW. Through the inclusion of logarithmic spectra on the hand it becomes dear, that
the amplitude of the rotation related component did not strongly increase by additional unbalance excitation, due
to the fact that the marked length I, and I2 are quite identical. Actually the increased vibration level concerns to
superimposed unbalance excitation and structure resonances due to the increased rotational machine's speed.

5. Cepstral Analysis

For automatical data acquisition and condition moni-
toring by multi channel vibration measurements, the
amount of vibration data has to be reduced. Changes
of operation, faulty conditions, and damages of
rotating components become often visible by ampli-
tude and/or frequency modulation near the speed
related characteristical frequencies of the concerning
machine part. Sidebands with distance of the rotat-
ing speed occur, which can be observed integral by
calculation of the cepstral magnitudes, summarizing
all periodical components appearing in a spectrum in
only one peak [5].

Figure 10 shows the cepstral magnitudes of acceler-
ation at the cylinder head of a piston compressor for
reference operation without defects, defected journal
bearings, and damaged cylinder head gasket. In case
of the increased bearing clearance in coincide with
worst lubrication, additional speed related vibration
components are excited with modulations. There-
fore, the accompanying cepstrum magnitudes in the
middle part of figure 10 show increase at the corre-
sponding quefrency of rotation (n) and its subrahmo-
nics (n/2, n/3).
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Fig. 10: Cepstral Signatures at Piston Compressors

If faults occur, which excite additional broad banded or stochastical vibrations, like the damaged cylinder head
gasket, the speed related components of vibration are damped, the peaks at the rotation quefrency with
rahmonics decrease. Therewith the cepstrum analysis offers the possibility to separate different failure sources
and provide the possibility of data reduction for automatical alarm monitoring.

6. Correlation Analysis

The coherence function is used for determination of common information in different vibration signals.
Examplarily shown in figure 11, where in the upper part two vibration time signals measured at a feed water
pump are drawn, which show visually no similarities or common information. The left part presents the noisy
displacement signal of a relative displacement pick-up inside the bearing block of the driving turbine with
mainly low frequent speed related excitations. On the right hand side the acceleration signal on the bearing
block shows mainly high frequent excitations, certain frequency components cannot be determined.
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The lower left part of fig-
ure 11 presents the coher-
ence function of both sig-
nals, where as common
signal information the
rotation frequency with har-
monics and the blade rota-
tion sound of the main feed
pump is obtained (BRS). If
all periodical information
included in the coherence is
supposed to be presented
integral, the so-called hoce-
rence can be used. With its
aid, the result is the sum-
mary of all periodical com-
ponents of coherence in one
point, similarly to the cal-
culation of cepstral magni-
tudes in the case of spectra.
As become visible in the
lower left part of figure 11
the hocerence includes only
the speed related rahmonics
of quefrency as common
information for both sig-
nals. Therewith a further
remedy arises to data re-
duction and the achievement
of significant failure specif-
ic information as descrip-
tive value of operation
condition.
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Based on the above presented statistical values and function in time and frequency domain, vectors are defined.
By algorithm of pattern recognition these vectors are compared with references, describing the failure source
and its dimension [6].

The example of the PWR main coolant pump supervision system ASMAS should demonstrate the practical
application of successfully implemented automatical supervision systems.

7. ON-LINE CONDITION MONITORING SYSTEM ASMAS

The main circulation pumps are key components of nuclear power plants with pressurized water reactors,
because the availability of the main circulation pumps has a direct influence on the availability and electrical
output of the entire plant. Shaft cracks, defect bearings or problematic unbalance of the main coolant pumps
have occurred in pressurized water reactors [7,8,9,10].

For early failure detection and in order to avoid shaft ruptures or other severe problems of the main circulation
pumps, manually operated and/or automated vibration control systems have been developed for on-line
degradation surveillance of the reactor main coolant pumps [9,11,12,13,14]. The presented on-line automatic
vibration control system ASMAS was developed for early failure detection of pumps in operation by FORTEC
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Fig. 12: Structure of Hardware (ASMAS)

GmbH, BSV GbR, IKPH Un;
Hannover, and the nuclear
power plant Grohnde (KWG).
Actually it is operating suc-
cessfully in three german 1300
MW,, NPP's as Grohndc
(KWG), Emsland (KKE), and
Brokdorf (KBR).

7.1. System Design

The general design of the
system is illustrated in figure
12. The input signals from 4
(or more) main coolant
pumps, MCP's, are generated
by relative displacement be-
tween shaft and pump housing
in x and y direction. Other
signal sources are the absolute

displacements of the pump housing, or the absolute and relative displacements of the primary circuit supervision
system KUS. Scanned by a PC controlled multiplexer, the input signals have a fixed predefined high pass filter
of 1 Hz and a variable low pass filter to avoid the aliasing effect. The sample frequency is generated by a
variable pulse-multiplier triggered by tachometer signal of each pump at one pulse per revolution. The analog
digital conversion is done by using this revolution speed synchronous sample frequency in a 4-channel ADC
sequentially for each pump, which allows later time averaging.

The automatical vibration
control system ASMAS is able
to perform three essential
tasks, as there are the monitor-
ing and documentation of all
measured signals and results of
analysis in time and frequency
domain, by status checks of
fixed thresholds the vibrational
behavior of the MCP's is
monitored. The features of
automatical trend setting can be
used for failure diagnostics,
prognosis of developing inci-
dents and for planned predic-
tive maintenance of the main
coolant pumps. Shaft cracks
and other degradations as
coupling misalignment, runner
wheel cracks or bearing and
sealing defects, which effect the vibrational behavior, can be detected in a very early stage by periodically
checking independent warning and alarm thresholds. Dependent on the fixed thresholds and the vibrational
behavior of the pumps the time averaged values of $„*», the amplitudes of 1" to 4th harmonics of rotation, as
well as the frequency and phase related vibration vectors of these components are stored normally once a week.
Crossing the pre-alarm level the results are stored once a day, in case of alarm the circle of storage is reduced
to one hour.

Fig. 13: Orbits of Pump No.l PWR Emsland (ASMAS)
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7.1. Operating Experience

After a two days outage and
the replacement of a sealing at
pump no.l significant changes
of the vibrational behavior of
one main coolant pump were
detected in the NPP Emsland
(KKE). After the outage a
completely changed orbit (fig-
ure 13) was measured. The
time signals decreased and the
corresponding s^-value was
much lower than before, as
well. Furthermore, changes of
auto power spectral densities in
frequency domain were detect-
ed (figure 14). Especially the
amplitude of the first harmonic
of rotation sound dropped from
17,9 /xm to 0,97 /xm in x-direc-
tion and from 17,4 /xm to 4,6

ixm in y-direction. The drop of the shaft vibration, especially at the first harmonic of rotation sound, was clearly
detected in measurement no.34 after the restart of the pump and automatically caused an alarm due to the
violation of predefined thresholds.

The trend analysis of the mag-
nitudes of the first harmonic of
rotation speed of pump no.l in
figure 15 indicates a more or
less stable vibration condition
after the outage. Obviously
there was no indication of
continuous increase or decease
of the vibration levels. This
leads to the conclusion that
there was no slowly developed
failure but a permanent one
with no changing influence to
the levels after the outage.

Fig. 14: APSD's of Displacement of Pump No.l PWR Emsland (ASMAS)

Fig. 15: Trend Analysis of Magnitude ofAPSD Components (KKE)

To determine the source of
changed vibrational behavior
the relative displacement sig-
nals at the loop system were
analyzed, additionally. Here
could be stated that the amplitude level of vibration for the first harmonic of rotating frequency increased at the
pump housing after start up, whereas the relative displacement between shaft and housing had decreased. At this
time, the next regularly planned shut down of the NPP was close in time and the inspection of this pump was
done again. During this inspection, the missing of balance elements was found out, which had not been
remounted during the previous inspection. The balance elements could be replaced and after pump restart, the
vibrational behavior of pump no.l reached the normal levels again. This illustrates that the use of the automatic
vibrational system ASMAS enables early failure detection and prevents severe damages of the components.
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After operational tests, performed by the german technical inspection agencies, the potentiality and reliability
of the system has been demonstrated during accumulated period of about nine years in operation. Based on the
regarded experiences of manual and automatical operating condition monitoring systems in power plants also
a permanent control system based on data evaluation of acceleration signals for touch control in main circulation
pumps is implemented at the NPP Obrigheim (KWO).
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